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Disclaimer 

This Business Plan does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy securities from the owners of the Company.  The 

recipient is advised that this information may be subject to a Confidentiality Agreement. Where such an agreement is not already 

in effect, by accepting this Business Plan the recipient acknowledges and agrees that the information included herein is strictly 

proprietary and confidential and accordingly may not be published, reproduced, copied or disclosed to any person other than 

employees of the recipient who are under the same non-disclosure obligation. The Business Plan represents management’s best 

estimate of the future potential of the Company’s business venture. It should be recognized that not all major risks could be 

accurately predicted or otherwise avoided. Therefore, readers should be aware that this business has inherent risks that should be 

evaluated prior to any investment. 

 

 

 

 

This Business Plan is the property of 
You N Me Productions Corp 

All Rights Reserved Copyright 2016 
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1. Executive Summary  

1.1 The Company and Product 
You N Me Productions Corp is a private corporation incorporated under the laws of the 
province of British Columbia, Canada. The company has developed six intellectual properties 
(IPs), the principal project being the IP GREANWOLD the MINOSAUR. The Greanwold IP has 
been transferred to a private corporation company incorporated under the laws of the province 
of British Columbia, Canada of which the principal shareholder is You N Me Productions Corp 
holding 100% of the common voting shares and 97% equity overall. The remaining three 
percent equity is held by two individual shareholders who hold non-voting preferred shares. 
The purpose of this business plan is to raise equity financing in Greanwold Interactive. 
 
The Greanwold character and his Minosaur (small friendly dragons) friends is based on the 
adventures of an 8 year old junior “Indiana Jones”, wannabe names Keegan Clark, who is 
guided to a very mysterious cave by a map given to him by a seemingly kindly store owner, Mr 
Shama who has some amazing talents.   Having found the magical spot, Keegan accidentally 
releases 12 rambunctious Minosaurs  including the star, Greanwold and incurs the vengeful 
wrath of the Minosaurs  arch nemesis, Moa Constrictor, a creature as evil as the Minosaurs are 
good. See UTube clip. www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3sihVGwWxI     
 
Developed by a team of experienced entertainment, marketing and business people and based 
on a story by Michael Trigg, Greanwold follows in the footsteps of such international toy 
properties as Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Barney, TeleTubbies, the Muppets, Web Kinz, 
Harry Potter and Club Penguin to name a few. Greanwold fills a niche that currently exists in the 
character built internet, TV and film related market place for environmentally aware, non-
violent, educational and fun /magical characters for children in the 6 to 11 year old age group. 
Two examples of existing over the top IP’s are Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles a brand that 
generated $1.2 billion in revenue in 2008 and has generated over $9.0 billion in sales to date. 
The revenue generating power of an IP for kids is well demonstrated by the Harry Potter IP that 
has generated sales estimated at $25.0 Billion since the first Harry Potter book was released in 
1997. The buyers at toy stores  and movie theaters are always on the lookout for the next new 
hero in the kiddie market. It is long recognized that heroes are an important aspect of children’s 
formative years. The company plan is to “brand” Greanwold a hero for kids’ world-wide; 
presenting Greanwold as both an environmental teacher and as a fun, magical entertainment 
character and to capitalize on the lack of good, ethical children’s heroes in a growing and 
profitable world market.  
 

Most importantly, Greanwold has a humanitarian aspect to it. 
Incorporated in the overall corporate structure is The Greanwold 
Foundation for Kids Worldwide. The company business plan calls for a 
percentage of all revenues, after investor return, to flow into the 
foundation where a management board will make decisions on the best 
children’s causes to allot the money to. Additionally, all the website, 
video games and “apps” production work will be carried out in India, 
creating jobs in an area of the world where unemployment and poverty  (Addendum 1) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3sihVGwWxI
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is a major issue. Company management has strong ideals on supporting 
impoverished children and disadvantaged people. 

 
The company will realize revenues from a number of products and services.  
 

 Once the Greanwold website is fully operational, the company will sell memberships in 
Greanwold’s World, the interactive virtual website. Membership cost is planned at 
$5.95 per month and will be paid by the credit card of a child’s parent. The website will 
be constantly updated providing great value for children on an ongoing basis. 
Membership will be offered with discounts for prepayment such as 6 months for the 
price of 5 and 12 months for the price of 10. 

 

 Non-members will have limited access to the Greanwold website and children who are 
non-members will pay for each download of an “app” or a game.  

 

 Paid members will also receive discounts for products sold at the website’s e-commerce 
store and have the ability to earn G-bucks, Greanwold’s World virtual currency that will 
be used by members to buy products online or to buy virtual tools in the global virtual 
globe.  

 

 Advertising will be solicited from companies who wish to be associated with a “green” 
responsible children’s product.  
 

 A major cornerstone of the Greanwold brand is the Greanwold Language and Friendship 
Club, a separate website that will provide language lessons to children ages 2 to 10 on a 
global basis coupled with a modern day pen-pal system that will allow children learning 
a new language to make friends via the internet who they will be able to practice their 
new language with. The company is currently negotiating with Rosetta Stone, the 
world’s leading language software provider for a partnership agreement allowing the 
company to utilize Rosetta Stone’s state of the art software. The company will target 
China as the initial market. (See Addendum 2). 

 

 Sponsors who are willing to pay sponsorship fees for contests, children’s fund raising 
programs, the school marketing program and charitable events in which the Greanwold 
character is used to create brand recognition as well as raising money for the Greanwold 
Foundation. A part of this Greanwold aspect will be Greanwold’s Green World, an 
education module that will teach and encourage children in sustainability and 
conservation.  

 

 Future plans for television and film production: The Company has an Agreement with 
Really Real Films Inc. of Vancouver, BC with the two companies co-producing up to 13 
television episodes and a feature film based on the Greanwold IP. A feature scipt has 
been completed in draft form. 
 

 Greanwold books, music, clothing, food products, toys and more products in 
development will be sold through the website E-commerce online store. The first 
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Greanwold book has been reissued and published though the SPBRA publishing group in 
the US. The book was released June 15th, 2014 and with limited funds available for 
marketing, as sold over 1,500 copies to date. The book is available on most online 
bookstores including Amazon.com. 
 

 Licensing and Merchandising the Greanwold brand through toy and game 
manufacturers and through manufacturers of all children’s products. 
 

 Greanwold’s Run For Your Life Program is a school oriented function of the Greanwold 
brand that will be run through schools as both a fund-raiser and an educational tool, 
teaching children the importance of healthy eating, clean water, exercise and friendship. 
(See Addendum 3) 

 
1.2 Financial  
This business plan has been developed to raise production financing for the Greanwold IP, 
components that include interactive apps, video games and the GreanPal program as well as 
production of a selection of Greanwold products through the company E-commerce website. 
 
Down the road, the company in conjunction with Really Real Films will raise a further $4.0 
Million through a mix of tax credits, grants, pre-sales and financing to produce a number of  
television specials of Greanwold and the Minosaurs. The Company has developed budgets for 
the television productions, as  well as for a 13 episode TV series and a feature film, all to be 
produced with a mix of live and CGI animation. The first television specials will be used to test 
the market and if the response is positive, the television series will be produced upon sourcing 
the necessary production financing. Assuming there is good response to the TV series, the 
company will then begin development of the feature film and begin sourcing production 
financing. 
 
Initially, the company is seeking a $500,000 to take the Greanwold’s World web portal to the 
revenue stage. A second round of financing of $1.0 Million may be initiated to be used to 
expand production staff, add more servers, develop and produce a greater range of “apps” for 
smart phone and tablets, expand the range of Greanwold toy, games and clothing, enlarge E-
commerce and initiate the Greanwold Run for Your Life school program if web traffic exceeds 
projections. Cost and revenues from television and film are not provided in the five year 
projections but will be provided in separate revenue and expense projections. 
 
The company has invested approximately $950,000 to date creating and finalizing artwork, 
creating 15 minutes of computer generated (CGI) animation, publishing the Greanwold 
paperback book, creating a Greanwold music CD and a Greanwold audio book. The basics of 
Greanwold’s World website have been completed as well as a feature film script, the design of 
12 of the 20 video games planned for the Greanwold’s World website. All the essentials 
required to begin production as well as clothing designs, toy designs and “apps” for I-Pad, I-
Phone, Tablets and Android phones, all intended to “brand” the Greanwold name worldwide 
have been completed. The company has to date sold approximately 1,500 books, 500 music 
CDs and 400 Greanwold plush dolls with little to no advertising. Total revenue to date has been 
marginal due to lack of working capital. Most developments to date have been funded by 
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Michael Trigg who is the major shareholder in You N Me Productions and who has managed the 
business to date.  BC investors are eligible for up to a 70% tax refund. (Addendum 4). 
 
1.3 Objectives 
Primary Objective: The Company is building a global interactive website (Greanwold’s World) 
that will feature a global multiplayer online game with increasing levels of complexity in 
conjunction with the GreanPal Language and Friendship Club.  In the virtual world, children will 
be required to select an Avatar and then cooperate with other children around the world in 
rebuilding the Minosaurs world of Nogardland that was destroyed by comets and the 
Minosaurs enemies, the dreaded Draegons. (Please see UTube video). The newly developed 
Minosaur Globe, both a physical toy and a virtual toy is integrated into the Greanwold’s World 
website with the virtual version running on a Google Earth platform.  
 
Greanwold’s World will also contain a range of online games and activities, an E-commerce 
store of products, downloadable applications, interactive video games, contests, chat rooms 
and other products that will keep children re-visiting the website. To become a member of 
Greanwold’s World, children will require parental permission with the monthly membership fee 
to be paid by a parental credit card. The Company will also generate additional revenue 
streams using the website’s popularity to attract licensing and merchandising of toys, games 
and kids products related to the Greanwold brand and socially conscious advertisers. 
 
Secondary Objective: The Company will also generate revenue from the sale and licensing of up 
of several TV specials and if received positively, will continue with a thirteen (13) television 
series and the Greanwold feature film that will be produced in conjunction with Really Real 
Films Inc. Really Real Films will assist in raising the required production capital using their 
extensive knowledge, experience and connections with a mix of Canada government financing, 
grants, tax incentives and private investment.  All revenue items are targeted primarily towards 
children between the ages of 6 and 11, and the secondary market of their parents and 
grandparents, Educators, Organizations and Educational Institutions for Children, Advertisers 
and Sponsors, Manufacturers (games, toys, etc.) and Retailers, and Internet and Television 
Broadcasters.  The company expects to break even in by year two. (See 5 Yr. Expense and Revenue). 

 
1.4 Mission 
To internationally brand Greanwold as the “must have”, hot toy product of the 21st century. 
Greanwold’s mission statement? KIDS WHO-HAVE, HELPING KIDS WHO HAVE-NOT.    
 
1.5 Keys to Success 
The management, production and marketing teams have over 250 collective years of 
management, production and marketing experience and will lead the ongoing development 
and design work utilizing the latest in computer technology. Marketing partners, Local Web 
Guys  Services Inc of North Vancouver and production partners CEKAV of Bangalore, India who 
are also shareholders in You N Me Productions Corp. The marketing will be overseen by Gary 
Bizzo and George Mrsic of Local Web Guy Services. The partnership with Really Real Films Inc 
will expand the awareness of Greanwold into the world of television, movie theatres, online 
streaming, on-flight entertainment and DVDs. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3sihVGwWxI
http://www.reallyrealfilms.com/
http://www.reallyrealfilms.com/
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The Greanwold IP is a unique property and extensive focus group testing with children in the 5 – 
14 year old range has shown a willing acceptance of the characters, the storyline and the overall 
background to the story. In fact, the Minosaur characters as plush dolls found acceptance in girls 
up to age 14.  
 
In addition to the strong production team, Greanwold Interactive has a very experienced Board 
of Directors comprised of James Douglas, a Chartered Management Accountant, Gary Bizzo, an 
entrepreneurial businessman with a long history of involvement in successful startups, George 
Mrsic, experienced business manager and many years of web related experience and Peter 
Scarth, retired businessman who was Vice President of Media for the Eastman Kodak Group for 
23 years. 
 
1.6 Production, Marketing Strategy Team 

 Michael Trigg, CEO of You N Me Productions and General Manager of Greanwold 
Interactive Inc., created the Greanwold concept and has taken it from a simple story to a 
fully developed children’s brand / property, ready to go into production. Michael has 
written the films script, wrote the book and the Greanwold music and is instrumental in 
developing the Greanwold business model. 

 Bill Mackie. TV producer of both adult and children’s productions. Past winner of CBC 
best child program. Director in You N Me Productions. Advises on art design. 

 Nelson Dewey. Emmy Award winner for best storyboarding.  Works with Bill Mackie in 
art development and design.  

 Christy Ellynby. Managing Director, Greanwold Foundation for Kids Worldwide. Christy 
is a trained counselor/advocate and has worked with kids, teens and Special Needs 
Children for many years. 

 James (Jim) Douglas. Chartered Management Accountant. CFO Greanwold Interactive 
Inc. Acting CEO of Greanwold Interactive Inc. James will ensure the company finances 
are kept in order and monthly and annual financial statements are processed and up to 
date. 

 George Colmer. Director You N Me Productions Corp. Cameraman, TV director and 
producer. George will film any live promotions with the film to be used in any upcoming 
promotional material used to promote the Greanwold brand. 

 Aneesh (AK) Shenoy. President of CEKAV studios. Web and video game developer. 
 Beena Parikh. Head of production at CEKAV. Some of the productions that she has headed 

include  Conon the Barbarian, Rabe Socke , a nominated animated movie,  Zorak & Grumpy – an 
animated Cartoon Serial and many interactive apps and concept ideas for Web, Ipad & Iphone. 

 Local Web Guys. President, George Mrsic. Web design and construction, Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO), web advertising, social media, i-phone, I-Pad and Android 
technology and “apps” who will work with CEKAV’s programmers to ensure the 
Greanwold brand “goes viral” on the internet once the virtual world website is online. 

 
The company has a number of advisors including Mr. Tony Dong of Tecus.ca, a home 
automation company, Ms. Meggie Ma who owns Zong Heng Education Ltd, a Vancouver based 
Mandarin / ESL school and Ms. Quin Lee who is a partner in an English language school in 
Beijing, China but who lives in Vancouver.  All three have agreed to act in an advisory capacity 
in accessing the China market for the first stage of GreanPal. All three are Canadian citizens 
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with extensive connections in China. Ms. Lee is being offered a position of director in 
Greanwold Interactive.  
 
Other advisors include Mr. Ed Froese, former computer systems engineer and lecturer in 
computer science at the University of British Columba, Ms Cindy Harmon (CA), CEO and co-
owner of Really Real Films and Ms. Lisa Wilder, script editor with an extensive resume of film 
and TV production.  
 
CEKAV 
The company is very pleased to have CEKAV as their production partner. 
Though small, CEKAV has the ability to call on many accomplished artists, 
animators and programmers at a moment’s notice to ramp up production as 
required. Following is a brief overview of their services that include  
web design and construction, interactive applications for I-Pads, I-phones, 
Tablets, Android phones, smart phone and computers and Search Engine 
Optimization.  
 
CEKAV provides a genuine end-to-end solution to productions across all media platforms 
providing pre-viz, pre-production and productions and post. CEKAV also provides creative and 
technical services to the Film, Broadcast, Commercial, Gaming and Interactive media  industries 
internationally. They are a boutique production house in Bangalore, India. The company’s 
website can be viewed at www.cekav.com.  
 
1.7 The Market 
The company recognizes children’s entertainment is growing exponentially and social 
networking sites for children are attracting noteworthy attention from big media companies.   
Marketers will spend over $100 Billion in online advertising by 2019 (Media Post), providing an 
annual average growth of 12%.  
 
Annually, children either spend or influence a trillion dollars of purchasing world-wide.  
Advertisers, sponsors, manufacturers, internet service providers, web hosting firms, 
ecommerce solution companies, and traditional brick and mortar retailers are all part of the 
clamor for market share and brand positioning in the huge dollar volume children’s market. 
 
The key is to establish the product in this global kiddies market, cause the Greanwold’s World 
website to “go viral”, growing sensible revenue streams through the website first then 
ultimately take Greanwold to one of the planned exit strategies 
 
1.8 Financing Requirements 
This business plan has been developed to raise production financing for the Greanwold 
Interactive global website and video games and the television series and four TV episodes of 
Greanwold and the Minosaurs. The company requires $350,000  to complete and launch the 
Greanwold’s World global multi-player website, “apps”, video games and take them to market 
and develop and produce cash flow from the ongoing stream of video games, “apps”, contests 
and e-commerce products. 
 

 

  

http://www.cekav.com/
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This business plans has been tailored for investors who are prepared to inject the required 
capital by way of an equity position in the Company for the required financing. Investors will be 
repaid from first net revenues in and will then participate in dividends thereafter on their 
equity position as well as in the company’s planned exit strategy, sale of the Greanwold IP to a 
major children’s entertainment provider such as Disney and Sony. The company is offering 
Preferred Shares for the investment, a 30% tax refund (for BC investors) with the shares 
purchased being eligible as Canadian Registered Retirement Savings Plan contributions for 
Canadian investors. Addendum4 . 
 

2. The Company 
 
2.1 Company Ownership 
Greanwold Interactive Inc, the British Columbia registered corporation that holds the 
Greanwold IP, is owned as follows; 
 

You N Me Productions Corp   98.0%* 
Private Investors      2.0% 
 
 

Post funding, Greanwold Interactive ownership could look as follows; 

You N Me Productions Corp   51.0% 
Investors      35.0%    

Really Real Films    10.0%  * 

Small Private Investors (Estimated)  04.0% 
 

*  Based On Raising the Necessary Production Financing 
 

CEKAV’s ownership position is in You N Me Productions and has been acquired through 
designing and producing the preliminary Greanwold games. CEKAV’s hard costs will be paid 
from investment money in and revenues.  Michael Trigg has the largest shareholding in You N 
Me Productions Corp.  
 
NOTE: Really Real Films Inc will also earn up to 25% equity in the 2 production companies 
incorporated to produce the TV productions and the feature film in return for raising up to 50% 
of the TV and feature film financing. Investors in the TV and film productions will acquire 50% 
equity with the balance retained by Greanwold Interactive Inc. 
 
2.2 Start-Up Summary 
The Greanwold production team includes animation production, TV and film production, web 
design and development, business development, marketing and business management and 
includes CBC TV children’s programming TV award winner Bill Mackie and Emmy Award winning 
animator Nelson Dewey.   
 
Bill created, produced & directed BUCKSHOT - THE MISSING BEAR CAPER that won the 
prestigious Children's Broadcast Award for best Canadian children's program. Nelson co-won an 
Emmy Award for his role in ARTHUR, an animated TV production. The interactive website is 
being built based on a prequel to the Greanwold story book where the Minosaurs world of 
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Nogardland is destroyed by comets and Draegons. Children who subscribe to Greanwold’s 
World will create an “avatar” and then help rebuild the Minosaurs World.  
 
2.3 Company Locations 
The company and Greanwold Interactive Inc., are run from an office in West Vancouver. CEKAV 
is located in Bangalore, India. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.4 Company History  
You N Me Productions Corp, the parent company was incorporated in 1999 in British Columbia 
Canada. Greanwold Interactive Inc, the company holding the Greanwold rights was 
incorporated in British Columbia in 2010.  
 
2.5       Corporate Structure 
       

                                                          

Administration 
YNM Productions Corp., Greanwold Int. Inc. 
1875 Bellevue Avenue, Suite 1103 
West Vancouver, BC. V7V 1B3  
Phone: + 1 778 389 5866 
 

Production 
CEKAV.com 
 # 92A, 3rd Main, 7th Cross, Domlur Layout, 

Bangalore - 560071 INDIA. 

Ph: +1-347-380-7667  

Web: www.cekav.com 

 

http://www.cekav.com/
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2.6 Strengths and Weaknesses 
There are several key advantages that Greanwold Interactive, Corp has over its competition.   

Strengths 

 There is a heightened sensitivity to material that is directed to children, and as a result, 
review and oversight processes must be comprehensive and complete.  The company 
and its partners have systems available to them for identifying and exploiting their IP 
and other tangible assets to enhance their revenues and competitive advantage.  For 
example, both CEKAV and Local Web guys have ventured into the world of SEO and E-
Commerce and will be valuable partners in bringing the world of children to the 
Greanwold website. By utilizing the management team’s expertise and appropriate 
business relationships, the company will orchestrate and execute the necessary 
business arrangements required to secure deals with premier companies in 
entertainment and advertising, particularly those that already have well-established 
channels of distribution both in North America and internationally.   

 

 Whereas competitors spend significantly more money outsourcing to expensive 
companies, Greanwold Interactive has already sourced very cost effective business 
liaisons though its production partners acquiring an equity position.  The innovative 
business model and wide variety of children’s content, products and services the 
company has created offers a multitude of potentially lucrative revenue streams and an 
attractive situation for the company and its Investors: mitigating risk while maximizing 
both content diversity and revenue streams, thereby increasing the possibility of future 
returns.  The company’s novel content sensitive, multi–faceted approach will quickly 
bring a substantial user base to the company’s portal.   

 

 As the company’s products and services become more popular, undoubtedly other 
retailers, ISP's, and online merchants will set up 'copy cat' web sites.  The company has, 
however, first–mover advantage, and also intends to partner and license the Greanwold 
IP to major companies such as Hasbro and Parker Brothers in the form of games and, 
toys, as it gains a holding in the world of children. Partnering with majors will help 
defend the company products against pirates. Like Ebay, Amazon.com and Yahoo, the 
company will pave a new road in online access and content delivery, bringing extensive 
incremental value to the company’s user communities and driving future customer 
growth and retention in the children’s Internet market. 

 

 With the growth of the Internet, Advergames and “apps” have proliferated, often 
becoming the most visited aspect of brand websites and becoming an integrated part of 
brand media planning in an increasingly fractured media environment.  CEKAV has 
several years of experience in creating individualized “apps” for clients to promote 
repeated traffic to the client’s website and reinforce brand image.  Users choosing to 
register on Greanwold’s World website will be eligible for prizes that can help marketers 
collect customer data.  Gamers internationally may also invite their friends to 
participate, which assists promotion by word of mouth, or "viral marketing".  The 
company cross-collateralizes its IP to promote and cross-promote Advertisers and 
Sponsors products and services.  Compared to buying 30 seconds of commercial airtime, 
advertisers and sponsors in the children’s market can spend significantly less with 
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Greanwold Interactive to receive several minutes to even hours of exposure in multiple 
places simultaneously.   

 

 The interactive and informative direct marketing approach will also appeal to both 
manufacturers and consumers, because it provides sponsors with a quantifiable method 
of advertising and a richer incentive-driven experience for the consumer.  To better 
realize the added value that the company’s programming provides to advertisers and 
sponsors, it is important to understand the traditional television business model by 
comparison, as the chart below details:  
 

 

- Traditional TV Advertising - Greanwold Interactive Model 

Brand building strategy: emotional 
appeal to the couch potato 

Measurable strategy: call to action, and 
relationship and loyalty building 

Measurement: GRP (Gross Ratings Point 
= reach x frequency x 100) 

Measurement:  CPM (Cost Per Thousand 
Contacts/Impressions) 

Sold by content (type of show) based on 
estimated audience (Nielsen) + time of 
day (prime time) 

Sold by CPM and customer profile 
 

Business model: revenues primarily go to 
Broadcaster and MSO (for local channels) 

Business Model: revenues primarily get split 
(i.e. content provider, broadcaster, etc.) 

One way communication – response 
mechanism rarely, if ever, included 
 

Advertising responses/addresses (customer 
requests information, test drive) are sold and 
communicated to advertiser for fulfillment 

 
Risks 

 Online Presence 
Consumers are increasing use of the Internet to research companies, find their contact 
information and browse their inventories. There are currently 700 Million websites and 
the company has to market aggressively to be seen by potential customers. 

 Branding and Reputation 
Large businesses have competition that may have better branding and a long term 
reputation already established. This type of weakness in small companies is prevalent 
when customers are already familiar with a specific store or brand, and then a small 
business creates or offers a competing product or service. Companies with better brand 
recognition, and established reputations, see a higher percentage of the market share, 
which is a potential weakness for a smaller operation. 

 Outdated Technology 
Today's business world relies on technology for everything from inventory management 
to communicating with customers. When a business uses outdated technology it can 
slow down productivity and contribute to the business losing money.  
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 Marketing Budget 
Marketing is a key factor in promoting products and services to customers, whether 
through pay-per-click campaigns or by offering product samples to potential customers. 
If a business lacks the budget for marketing, this is a major weakness that can affect 
how much of the market share a business acquires, and how high its sales are from 
quarter to quarter. 

 Human Resources 
Limited human resources are a problem many small business owners discover they have 
when they do their analysis. Limited human resources can include having a small staff, 
which makes it difficult to tackle every item on the company's to-do list. On the other 
hand, a company with a full staff that lacks the skills and training necessary to perform 
tasks can be a hindrance to an organization. If a company wants to launch its social 
media presence, but none of the staff has experience in social media, it can be a major 
weakness for the company. Either they'll have to hire a consultant, or risk an 
unsuccessful social media launch. 

 Lack of Capital 
Working capital in a small business represents a company’s current assets minus current 
liabilities. Current assets are the resources that a company can easily convert into cash 
within one year. Current liabilities are the debt obligations a company must repay within 
a year. Working capital measures the efficiency and short-term financial health of a 
company. Small-business owners need sufficient positive working capital to operate 
successfully. A lack of working capital presents many disadvantages to small businesses. 

 

3.  Products 
 
3.1 Product Description 
The company has begun design and production on the first Greanwold interactive video games 
and the children’s Greanwold’s World. www.greanwold.com. The next productions in the 
pipeline will be the Greanwold’s World virtual website, (the global, multi-player web game) and 
a multitude of Greanwold “apps” for all mobile platforms based on the first book, Greanwold 
and the Mystery Cave. The first Greanwold book, consists of 148 pages and will transform to 
800 page / and 4,000 to 6,000 frames in the interactive format. To understand the concept 
behind Greanwold’s World, please see Farmville and Club Penguin.  FarmVille is 
a farming simulation social network game developed by Zynga in 2009. Its game-play involves 
various aspects of farm management such as plowing land, planting, growing, and 
harvesting crops, harvesting trees and raising livestock. Players in Greanwold’s World will 
rebuild a lost world and will include some characteristics of Farmville. 
 
Greanwold is a Minosaur (pronounced like “dinosaur”).  He originates from a mythical place 
called Norgardland. The history and environment gave Greanwold many special gifts, just as 
they did for all Minosaurs.  Two of the more distinguishing gifts that Greanwold possesses are 
(1) Greanwold can transform himself into any object or “being” about his size and (2),  
Minosaurs have a witty sense of humor, somewhat irreverent and are more lovers than 
fighters.  They look more like they are mini-dragons/dinosaurs, except that they do not have 

http://www.greanwold.com/
https://apps.facebook.com/onthefarm/?redirecting_zy_session_expired=1&
http://www.clubpenguin.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zynga
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scales or long tails. The Minosaurs are Greanwold’s friends and partners in “time”, working 
together with Greanwold to save the universe.  Their credo is: “Respect yourself, respect 
others, respect the environment, be tolerant, learn to learn, and never forget to have fun – oh, 
and learn to swim.”  Each Minosaur has special talents and/or traits that make them stand out 
from the rest.  For example, while one may be great at math, another may be great at science, 
or history, or geography, or with languages, or sports, or art, etc.  They are multi-cultural and 
love to solve problems. Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human element  become 
determined to educate kids in “greanwolding”, which is Minosaur for greening and preserving.  
They must act fast, because their evil arch nemesis and king of the dreaded Draegons, Moa 
Constructor (a shapeshifter and “shadowy” being), and selfish, power-hungry, earthly, bad guy 
Reywal De’Koorc are hot on their tails and doing all they can to stop them and destroy planet 
Earth. 
    
Minosaurs are strong character models for children because they are lovable characters that 
grow up with high standards.  They represent a credo of friendship, loyalty, and honesty.                                             
Minosaurs teach and guide children to understand the difference between good and bad 
qualities in both themselves and others.  Greanwold, the Minosaurs and their human friends, 
empower children to make moral and intelligent decisions. 
 
Nogardland was a once pristine place that was destroyed by greed, nastiness, and a 
catastrophe involving comets and the Minosaurs hated enemies, the Draegons over 
500,000,000 years ago.  Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human friends want to ensure 
Earth does not suffer the same fate.  After arriving on planet Earth and becoming adjusted to 
his new home, Greanwold discovers Earth is on an environmental downward spiral.  Greanwold 
takes it upon himself to eventually become the green leader of children everywhere to help 
guide humanity to a clean, prosperous future, which by the way is the only way to ultimately 
destroy the Draegons – subjecting them to a clean, healthy, humane environment. 
 
Intellectual property in the form of copyrights, trademarks, patents, product designs, and even 
customer lists has a profound effect on the profitability of a business.  Intellectual property can 
be licensed, sold and commercialized all at the same time.  Mathematically speaking, from an 
investment standpoint, it represents increased potential for capital earnings.  Knowing this, the 
company’s business model has been built on a solid foundation of an IP that is not simply being 
used as a basis for our daily business but as a powerful asset.  By steering the company with the 
Intellectual Property, the company is much more attuned globally and can respond more 
readily to changes in the marketplace.   
 
Stage one of the company plan is to generate web traffic to the Greanwold’s World, so initially 
the website will be free for kids to explore while in the BETA testing mode in which a sampling 
of the intended audience tries the product out prior to commercial release. Beta testing is the 
last stage of testing, and normally can involve sending the product to beta test sites outside the 
company for real-world exposure or offering the product for a free trial download over the 
Internet. Beta testing is often preceded by a round of testing called alpha testing. Originally, the 
term alpha test meant the first phase of testing in a software development process.  Stage two; 
this will encompass children actively participating in all that the entire Website offers the user 
but participants must purchase a Subscription Membership paid for by a parent’s credit card. 
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The planned monthly membership fee appears to be the standard price for kids’ websites and 
the company will ensure children receive great value with a entertainment and educational 
content, products and services that paying members will receive and have full access to.   
 

The website will be a positive way for children to have fun, learn, and make new friends in an 
age appropriate interactive environment and safe environment.  It is a place where children will 
never be alone and can learn and grow while being surrounded by Greanwold, the Minosaurs 
and the human element, mainly Keegan, his bother Cody, sister Jackie, their friends Parker and 
Lisa as well as Mr Shama and some other incidental humans, generally know as The Human 
Helpers.  The site will be a place for Children, Parents and Grandparents, and Educators and 
Educational Institutions to play, and for advertisers and sponsors, and manufacturers and 
retailers to showcase and sell their products.   
 
Through the interactive contents on the website and data mining on the back-end the company 
will acquire a tremendous amount of information about the customers’ wants and needs (i.e. 
for a new product launch,  a sponsor such as a kids clothing company wants to know which 
color a new kids jacket would be most appealing to consumers, the company can utilize their IP 
to produce the requested information for them).      
 
Greanwold’s World will exhibit and offer:  

 Membership in the Virtual World - By obtaining membership, the child automatically 
receives a member character (avatar) and an e-mail address, activated with full 
authority by their parents. 

 Alternate entry into Greanwold’s World through purchase of the Minosaur Globe. 

 Downloadable “apps” 

 Member Information and updates 

 Monthly Newsletter 

 Social Networking 

 Various Chat Rooms for children to meet with other members 

 Fun and Educational Online Games, Original Webisodes (mini-animated fillers) and other 
Activities 

 E-Commerce Store that offers Games, Toys, E-Books, Books, Music, Ring Tones, clothing, 
apparel, and gear, etc. 

 Tutorials 

 Homework help – Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human friends Characters act as 
online “tutors” (controlled by licensed teachers), who offer their services to school 
children by assisting them with reading, math, science, history and other school subjects 

 Predator proofing software. 
 
The company has begun development on the Greanwold book interactive “app”. Interactive 
books are the “hottest” products on cyberspace and are designed specifically for Tablet, I-
Phone, I-Pad, Smartphone’s and Androids.  
 
Some of the interactive games that have been designed and await production when funds 
become available are;  
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1. Sneaky Shell Game - Who remembers the sneaky old scammer game, 3 Card Monte?  
This game is a variation, designed especially for kids – of all ages. (Complete) 

2. The Greanwold Cave Game – Kids navigate Greanwold through a series of caves, each 
cave with an increasing degree of difficulty. (In Development) 

3. Bumper Car Racing Game - What kid doesn’t love the Bumper Cars at funfairs.  This is an 
opportunity for kids to safely get behind the wheel of a virtual bumper car where they 
can race and play with other kids. 

4. Great Harmonic Music Memory Game - Like the game “Simon” (memory game where 
the player repeats back to the device a sequence of sounds/colors), the Great Harmonic 
game gives kids the ability to test their memory with  sounds, music and a variety of 
educational and entertaining lessons. 

5. The Minosaur Memory Match Game - See how many of the Minosaur Troop faces kids 
can match up in as short a time frame as possible. 

6. Draegons and Harmonics Game - Greanwold’s version of the old classic Snakes and 
Ladders game but with a clever Minosaur time travel/dimension twist. 

7. How Clever Are You? – This quiz game touches upon all types of practical knowledge 
and makes kids want to work their minds.   

8. Minosaur Sketch and Coloring Greenyette - Like a new age Etch-A-Sketch/digital 
coloring book with drawing tools for kids to get creative with. 

 
Greanwold’s World incorporating the world-wide web-adventure 
where children assume the role of a Minosaur avatar and help the 
Minosaurs rebuild their shattered world will be a  multi-player, 
online, interactive website series that is incentive-driven.  
Development of this complex game will begin immediately upon 
receiving financing and it is anticipated the first level, post beta 
testing, will be online within six months from financing.  
 

Website members create their own customized characters, the Avatars, and will win free 
products and services, and prizes.  The more participants play, get others to play, and help one 
another during game play, the more “G-Bucks” they accumulate.   
 
G-Bucks can be redeemed for free or discounted products and 
services both virtual and actual to help kids (and parents) in the 
game and in real life.   
 
During the web-adventure kids will interact with one another in a positive social setting, and 
share common goals with other kids.  For example, certain obstacles in the game can only be 
overcome by having a certain size group of the Humans who together possess all the items 
required to overcome the obstacle before them.   
 
Adopting a pet as a friend costs G-Bucks and is the only way to obtain a pet.  Pets  can help 
players on their gaming adventure, so they will be a “must have” for the kids.  Having a number 
of pets will become a status symbol akin to the older kids having a lot of friends on “Facebook” 
or “Myspace”.  And because pets cost a fair amount of G-Bucks to adopt and keep healthy and 
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happy (food, exercise, attention) this will help instill responsibility and kindness among game 
players.   
 
In order to advance to the highest levels/areas of game play, certain items will be required and 
only made available by purchase.  This will help drive sales, to help support The Greanwold 
Foundation and future game expansion.   
 
 3.2 Future Products 
Complimentary to Greanwold’s World is the GreanPal Language and Friendship Club as per 
Addendum 2.  Further to Greanwold’s World and the GreanPal Club. the world of the internet is 
changing rapidly. With the amount of information available online increasing at an almost un-
trackable rate on an hourly basis, what is being dubbed as “the next big thing” ends up being 
“the big thing” before it even has chance to be “the next.” Not so long ago, laptop computers 
and super thin MP3 players were the must-have gadgets, now, it’s all about tablets and 
Smartphone’s. Who could even predict what could be next? An I-Ring? 
 
Two of the buzz words at the moment in the tech industry are “big data” and “cloud 
computing”. All of a sudden, these packages have come from concepts and displays at trade 
shows into mainstream business and our everyday lives. Cloud computing especially is now 
thriving, with Google Docs, Dropbox and I-Cloud to name a few versions, allowing businesses 
and individuals to store all of their essential documents online to edit or view them while away 
from the office. 
 
This also allows other people to view them and make changes also rather than having to wait 
until the next time they sit at their desk – something highly beneficial in business with 
employees sent here, there and everywhere to attend meetings or conferences. It means they 
can keep working on the train or in their hotel rooms rather than having to down tools for 
several days at a time. The same system is available for websites such as Greanwold’s World. 
Big data systems have also proved to be essential in everyday business, with companies now 
able to analyze and use more data than ever before. In the past, businesses have been forced 
to discard vast amounts of information purely because they don’t have the storage space on 
the systems, or the ability to translate it into a useful form. Thanks to big data systems, they are 
now able to do just that, and by doing so they can identify gaps in the market which they are 
then able to exploit, finding new target audiences or gaps in the market to create a new 
product and potentially become a market leader in that particular field. 
 
CEKAV has devoted resources to keeping tabs on “future” products. The ability of a small 
company to create a new product quickly and puts the small company at an advantage. Hence 
the 20th and 21st century phenomena of big companies swallowing small companies.  
 
 A sampling of more future Greanwold products is as follows; 
 
Games (Including Board Games) and Toys, i.e. teach children number skills and quickly conquer 
the alphabet.  Games and toys that teach phonics and act as musical devices that can help 
children learn various instruments, sounds, and songs.  Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the 
Human Helpers dolls with voice activated storytelling feature, etc.   
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A Greanwold Wearable MiniMusic Players, i.e. (with tranquil sounds of nature, songs, audio 
books, teaching tools, etc.)   
 
School Supplies and Creativity Products, i.e. (Backpacks, Bags, Binders, Pencils, Pens, Crayons, 
Markers, Notebooks, Paper, Scissors, Glue, Calculators, Bookmarks, etc.),  
 
Clothing & Apparel, Gear, i.e. (Jackets, Shirts, Pants, Sneakers, Hats, Bookbags, Water Bottles, 
Flashlights, Sunglasses, Compasses, Magnifying Glasses, etc.) 
 
Bath Products and Toys, i.e. Shampoos, Conditioners, Soaps, Bubble Bath, Towels, 
Toothbrushes, Floss, Bubble Blower, Greanwold’s clean green hand sanitizer gel and spray with 
aloe, for children, etc. 
 
Bedtime Products and Games, i.e. Comforters (Security Blankets), Pillows, Sheets, Stuffed 
Animals (Plush Toys), Nightlights, etc.  
 
Furniture, i.e. Tables, Chairs, Beds, Lamps, Wardrobe Closets, etc. 
 
Outdoor Fun, i.e. Sunscreens, Floaties, Rafts, Pool Toys and Games, Swimsuits, Goggles, 
Snorkels, Swim Fins (Flippers), etc. 
 
Food and Drink, Eating healthy does not have to be an “unpleasant” experience for children.  
Specifically designed product lines aim to boost children’s desire to eat healthy, making food 
tasty, healthy and fun, packaged with the images of their favorite characters and even possibly 
their own character, should they win enough G-Bucks.  
 
3.3 Service and Support 
Revenues in year one will be mainly derived from the Greanwold website, primarily from 
membership, downloads and E-commerce.  As the website draws more paying members the 
company will implement additional revenue streams, therefore licensing arrangements with 
toys companies, clothing companies, television series, feature movies, etc. 
 
A website is an ever-evolving entity.  The day it is built is the day it begins evolving. CEKAV and 
the production team will coordinate efforts in maximizing the growth of the entire social 
networking aspect of Greanwold’s World. The company envisages servers in North America, 
Asia and Europe as traffic builds. 
 
The company will constantly be evolving, adding to and improving the site as time goes by.  On 
an ongoing basis management must ensure to diligently carry out the following:  
 

 Make sure every article and feature on the website contains appropriate keyword 
metatags, which help for some search engines' rankings  

 Revise or remove outdated information 

 Ensure buttons and icons work as intended 

 New contests are loaded and monitored 
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 Changes that could convert more visitors to buyers 

 Update excerpts or explanatory copy for products and services 

 Make changes in the wording of key pages to attract traffic on relevant keywords that 
have been missed 

 Check outbound links for accuracy and the removal of dead links  

 Change or add to the makeovers/upgrades at the site 

 Update this marketing plan to incorporate new ideas and address unexpected obstacles 

 If Marketing Minute subscriptions have increased as sharply as planned, investigate 
moving to a new subscription service that's cost-effective for that many subscribers, 
select a vendor and implement the move 

 Create web promo’s to drive fresh traffic in and keep them coming back for more 

 Creating a number of online opportunities and tools for the sponsors and advertisers 
brings a winning combination to the online channel.   

 Creating a site enabled for social networking (for viral marketing), banner ads (to 
monetize the community and content) and localized mini-sites (branded to the sponsors 
and controlled on our end) helps to strengthen the bond within local communities.  

 
Furthermore, these mini-sites are a perfect extension for advertising sponsors brands, are 
linked to the website, and will be advertised nationally.  The website will include additional 
content to attract and maintain visitors throughout. 
 
3.4 Production 
With the production of the Greanwold website, “apps” and video games being carried out in 
India, this keeps costs down substantially over North American production costs and it will 
provide employment in an area of the world where jobs are badly needed. Management of the 
project will be directed from Vancouver, a task made simple by the use of a hi-speed internet 
pipeline, video conferencing and transferring of large files through cloud services.  A production 
schematic is being produced as this plan is being written and will be available to provide the 
reader with an understanding of how the production element works. 
 

4.0     The Market 
 
4.1 Market Size 

The company recognizes children’s entertainment is growing exponentially (2), and social 
networking sites for children are attracting noteworthy attention from big media companies.  
Marketers spent over $100 Billion in online advertising by the end of 2013, up 40% from 2012. 
Annually, children either spend or influence over One Trillion dollars annual spending 
http://www.economist.com/node/835503  Advertisers, sponsors, manufacturers, Internet 
service providers, web hosting firms, ecommerce solution companies, and traditional brick and 
mortar retailers are all part of the clamor for market share and brand positioning in the huge 
dollar volume children’s market. There are over 3.0 Billion internet users worldwide with a 
large percentage in the age group, targeted by the company. This number is expected to exceed 
3.5 Billion by the end of 2016. Growing target markets for the Greanwold brand include India 
with 400 Million children and one of the fastest growing middle classes in the world and where 
most children learn English at school; China with a history of love of dragons (Minosaurs are 
mini-dragons), Europe and South America. 

http://www.economist.com/node/835503
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4.2 Target Market 
The company has identified 7 key customer segments to target revenues from.  They range 
from individual customers, to organizations that are purchasing the products for their clients to 
use, to wholesale purchasers.  A brief description of each key customer segment is as follows:  
 
1. Children - 6 to 11 years old with a growing sophistication and disposable income of this 

segment of the market  
2. Parents and Grandparents – and caregivers of 6 to 11 year olds 
3. Self-teaching Families – i.e. home-schooling 
4. Organizations and Educational Institutions for children - companies that do business both 

offline and online with the company’s target market  
5. Advertisers and Sponsors – always on the lookout for the best ad placement  
6. Internet and Television Broadcasters – always on the lookout for the best content to suit 

their needs 
7. Manufacturers and Retailers – always on the lookout for the next “big thing” 
 
Management will take advantage of the relatively recent development of Advertiser and 
Sponsor-driven niche markets like: Interactive Advertising, Advergaming, and Branded 
Interactive and their convergence with markets like Online Teaching and Children’s Television - 
all of which will help drive Membership Subscriptions Revenues and increase Licensing & 
Merchandising opportunities for the company.   
 
4.3 Market Servicing 
The "e–rush" and online gaming and interactive portals utilizing avatars (a computer user's 
representation of himself/herself or alter ego) has forced customer acquisition costs to 
unprecedented levels and in turn has created significant opportunities for the marketing of 
Internet savvy companies.  The Marketing & Sales effort of the company will be built around 
the positive core values that the website and its contents will offer. A very effective strategy the 
company will use will involve the hiring of students in India on a part-time basis to flood the 
internet with news, updates and information on Greanwold. The students will work from home 
on an hourly basis. This strategy was used very effectively by Club Penguin, growing the website 
from zero to 750,000 paying users in the space of two years. 
 
4.4 Market Growth 
"Apps" are a truly global phenomenon, with mass consumer appeal. Apple’s App store has now 
exceeded 60 billion downloads, tracking at over 1 billion downloads a month, a figure nine 
times greater than McDonald’s sells burgers. Apps have made a healthy contribution to Apple’s 
revenues, generating an estimated $10 billion, comprising of the 30% Apple takes in the cost of 
App downloads, charges from in-App payments, and revenue from iAd, its in-App advertising 
business that is still finding its feet. 
 
The company recognizes the “bread and butter” of revenues for Greanwold’s World is not only 
the North American Market, but also the markets of India and China with the populations of 
both countries developing greater wealth with more and more families having discretionary 
spending dollars. Secondary markets are European countries, South America and Africa. The 

http://www.clubpenguin.com/
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website plans call for Greanwold.com to open in growing markets such as India and China with 
the help of the company’s India partners. With more and more countries implementing high-
speed internet, the market growth for attractive, entertaining and educational children’s online 
entertainment has a huge upside. As Bill Gates was quoted as saying back in 1996: 
 
 

“Content is where I expect much of the real money will be made 

on the Internet, just as it was in broadcasting. The television 

revolution that began half a century ago spawned a number of 

industries, including the manufacturing of TV sets, but the long-

term winners were those who used the medium to deliver 

information and entertainment. 

 

When it comes to an interactive network such as the Internet, the definition of "content" becomes 

very wide. For example, computer software is a form of content-an extremely important one, and 

the one that for Microsoft will remain by far the most important. But the broad opportunities for 

most companies involve supplying information or entertainment. No company is too small to 

participate.” 

 

He continued: “One of the exciting things about the Internet is that anyone with a PC and an 

internet connection can publish whatever content they can create. In a sense, the Internet is the 

multimedia equivalent of the photocopier.” 

 
4.5 Educational Market 
School used to be a place where children were protected from the advertising and consumer 
messages that permeated their world, but not anymore.  Budget shortfalls are forcing school 
boards to allow corporations’ access to students in exchange for badly needed cash, computers 
and educational materials.  Responsible corporations realize the power of the school 
environment for promoting their name and products.  A school setting delivers a captive youth 
audience and implies the endorsement of teachers and the educational system.  Some 
marketing areas to be expanded upon are as follows: 
 

 Advertising posted in classrooms, school buses, on computers, etc. in exchange for 
funds. 

 Sponsoring school events: The Canadian company, Showbiz brings moveable video 
dance parties into schools to showcase various sponsors' products.  

 Supplying schools with technology in exchange for high company visibility. 

 The company has a separate marketing program that targets schools and the 
educational market. Please “Go For Your Life” Program. 

 
4.6 Main Competitors 
At this time of writing, the company’s competition is current children’s websites as follows: 
Club Penguin, Neo Pets, Gaia Online, Habbo (Habbo Hotel), and Webkinz.  A detailed 
description of each is as follows: 
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Club Penguin 
According to TechCrunch, Sony offered a staggering $500-million for the Kelowna, B.C. Canada-
based Club Penguin, which operates an online community where children can play games in a 
“safe, fun and interactive environment”.  Sony was beaten out by Disney who saw Club Penguin 
as a natural extension to the Disney stable of products by paying $350 Million upfront with 
another $350 Million payable in year 2 based on performance criteria.  When Club Penguin sold 
to Disney, they had an estimated 750,000 paying members at $5.95 per month and 12,000,000 
non-paying members worldwide.  
 

 
 
Club Penguin is a website designed for children between the ages of 6 and 14 years old.  Prior 
to being purchased by Disney, Club Penguin was almost entirely dependent on membership 
fees to produce a revenue stream.  Nevertheless, the vast majority of users (90% according to 
The Washington Post) chose not to pay, instead taking advantage of the free play on offer.  
Those who choose to pay do so because full (paid) membership is required to access all of the 
services, such as the ability to purchase virtual clothes for the penguins and buy decorations for 
igloos; and because peer pressure has created a "caste system" separating paid from unpaid 
members.  Advertising, both in-game and on-site, have not been incorporated into the system, 
although some competitors have chosen to employ it: for example Whyville, which uses 
Corporate sponsorship, and Neopets, which incorporates product placements.   
 
Neo Pets 
The content of the site is updated almost on a daily basis with the addition of new games and 
items, weekly content, and other things.  In addition to the site content updated by Neopets, 
players also contribute user-generated content to the site.  Player contributions come in the 
form of prescreened submissions and readily editable content that is automatically filtered, 
such as the site's weekly electronic newspaper The Neopian Times and their own user lookup, 
respectively. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caste_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-game_advertising
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whyville
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neopets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-generated_content
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_page
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Gaia Online 
Gaia holds various special events during the year, ranging from special updates to holidays 
(April Fools, 4th of July, Halloween, Easter, Christmas, Valentine's day, and the annual Gaia 
party event).  During the events, users take part in an active storyline of local plots (on 
occasion, the users even get to vote upon the plot outcome) and in multi-user interactive 
games.  These events also reward users with commemorative items during the event.  
Sometimes, rewards will even include a new Avatar "base" for users to use, such as the Grunny 
(zombie), Zurg (alien), Vampire, and Centaur skins.  Events usually last around two weeks, 
though some last longer. 
 
Habbo (Habbo Hotel) 
Habbo began in 2000 and has expanded to include 32 online communities (or "hotels").  As of 
June 2008 over 118 million avatars have been registered.  There are an average 8 million unique 
visitors monthly, and 75,000 avatars are being created every day.  The 100 millionth avatar was 
created on Habbo UK in June 2008.Habbo's original concept came from Mobiles Disco, a 1999 
project by Sampo Karjalainen and Aapo Kyrölä for the band Mobiles.  The idea was successful, 
and so Karjalainen and Kyrölä created Hotelli Kultakala (eng. Hotel Goldfish).  That name was 
scrapped and replaced with Habbo Hotel, which was launched in August 2000 in Finland. 
 
Webkinz 
Webkinz are toy stuffed animals that were originally released by the Ganz company on April 29, 
2005.  The toys are similar to many other small plush toys.  However, each Webkinz toy has an 
attached tag with a unique "Secret Code" printed on it that allows access to the "Webkinz 
World" website. On Webkinz World, the Secret Code allows the user to own a virtual version of 
the pet for virtual interaction.  There are also smaller, less expensive versions of the toys called 
Lil' Kinz.  In June 2008, Webkinz opened its own eStore, where users can buy virtual items such 
as furniture and virtual pets. 
 

5.0  Marketing  
 
5.1 Marketing and Promotion Strategy 
 A marketing manager (to be hired) will oversee the marketing plan. There are currently in 
excess of 600,000,000 URLS registered in the world today. Obviously, a great number of these 
websites are non-operating, however, the question is; how does the Greanwold website get 
noticed amongst this huge number of websites? The company has not yet firmed up a dollar 
budget for year one marketing and advertising. Money’s that will be budgeted upon financing 
being secured will be used intelligently with an underlying guerilla marketing plan that will 
maximize traffic eyeballs per dollar expended and will go a long way to bringing traffic to 
Greanwold’s World. If cash flow exceeds expectations, then the marketing budget will be 
increased.  
 
Comprehensive character “bibles” and in-depth product descriptions accompany the launch 
and delivery of product designs.  The former will act to strengthen the ongoing relationship 
with our allies, and maintain “the reason for being” of the company’s products.  The latter 
represents a launch point for the marketing of a particular product.  The company’s original 
content is designed to dynamically promote sponsored brands, and engage and entertain a rich 
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demographic of consumers.  Content will be available through I-pads, I-Phones, Android 
phones, Smartphone’s, tablets as well as the Internet kids gaming as well as mobile devices still 
to come into the market.  “Apps” for downloading will also be made available online.  Other 
downloads may be provided by advertisers and sponsors on Flash drives and CD/DVD as free 
giveaways via Point Of Purchase displays at retail locations nationwide, or via mail in rebates in 
order to generate excitement and interest in Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human 
Helpers. 
 
Children, Website Members, Parents and Grandparents, Educators and Educational 
Organizations, Advertisers and Sponsors, Manufacturers and Retailers are all converging online, 
where the participant have control of “what’s next”.  They can vote on their favorite characters, 
games, toys, and stories, comment, share personal experiences and participate in online forums 
and chat rooms.  The goal is to drive people to the website through a constant effort to 
empower word-of-mouth enabled by tools and spaces for consumer-generated content.  The 
company will accomplish this through a combination of produced original content and games, 
contests, and the best of what the audience requests.  The main starting point of the marketing 
campaign will be the mass dissemination of Greanwold information that will flow from the India 
student group to the world via the internet. Under advice from CEKAV, we have budgeted an 
amount of USD$10,000 for this operation, the money being used to provide the students with 
food and clothing allowances. The students who show the most interest and work the hardest 
will qualify for scholarships (to be determined) and trainee positions with CEKAV. The India 
government will supply computers under a new program supporting companies who 
developing new products and creating employment. 
 
The numerous Marketing strategies that the company will employ are listed below as follows, 
not in order of priority:   
 
Paid Advertising:  After the official launch of the Website, if revenues increase as anticipated, 
the company will investigate increased offline and online advertising venues for promoting the 
Website and high-profit products and services.  
 
Affiliate Marketing: This strategy is an Internet-based marketing practice in which a business 
rewards one or more affiliates for each visitor or customer brought about by the affiliate’s 
marketing efforts.  This is regarded as a very efficient means of attracting traffic to a website.  
Other websites that market Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human Helpers products and 
services, will be paid a commission on each sale. 
 
Discussion Groups: This is another area of marketing importance and company staff need to 
join in and participate in discussion lists relating to the company’s core business (topical 
discussions carried on among subscribers by e-mail).  A staff member could even serve as 
moderator of one of these sites at certain times.  Of course, there is a lot more where the 
company can have an influence and attract subscribers, visitors and clients. 
 

 Research the most active discussion boards for sales, marketing, publicity, Internet 
marketing and other relevant topics and visit the top half dozen or dozen once a week 
to participate.  
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 Visit the top half dozen or dozen discussion boards once a week to participate.  

 Subscribe to two new discussion lists and participate regularly on favorite lists in a way 
that helps promote newly released products and Greanwold games.  

 
Electronic Press Kit: The electronic press kit is highlighting the company’s best qualities and is 
being professionally produced to make a good first impression.  Like all other marketing 
materials the company is developing for public dissemination, the press kit is being designed to 
grab the reader’s attention and generate enough interest in GreanwoldsWorld.com to motivate 
the intended target to visit the Website for more information.  The contents include the 
following: 

 An email cover letter on letterhead, with a note to  
         the intended recipient 

 An online brochure and fact sheet about the  
         website 

 Current, accurate contact information 

 An electronic press release 

 Corporate history 

 Biographies of principals and key staff 

 Past news coverage 

 Graphics and animations 
 
Group Advertising Program: Ad placement on other sites to help drive traffic to 
Greanwold.com. 
 
Link Exchanges: This service provides websites to exchanges links to drive traffic to each other’s 
website.  Exchanging links with other websites is also a great way to get better rankings in the 
search engines.   
Search engines want to give top rankings to the websites that are most popular in their 
category/industry.  The best way for the search engines to determine which websites are the 
most popular is to see who has the most links pointing at their website.  Developing a great 
number of links pointing to the Website is important.  Two great services for helping find 
exchange partners are LinkMetro and LinkMarket.  
 
On-Premise Events and Live Promotion: At local events, the company will demonstrate 
products, answer questions, overcome objections and - most importantly – build relationships 
with customers and prospects and bring qualified buyers straight to the company for face-to-
face interactions.  Celebrity promotions/tie-ins, literature, branded children’s related literature, 
music, food, beverages, etc.  Retail Stores and Sponsor Representatives.  The company will 
arrange in store promotions, where they will supply Flash Drives, USB sticks, DVD’s, and CD’s 
with extra content. George Colmer will be charged with the responsibility of filming all these 
events for use in commercials, advertising, interviews and corporate material. 
 
Online Social Networks: Webisodes (will tie in with TV/Broadcast), Blog(s), Video-to-phone, 
Podcast, etc.  Internet Webisodes, game, Web only content and community building through 
blogs and other personal publishing tools and viral units to build word-of-mouth buzz. 
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Online Articles: This is a very efficient way to develop a huge amount of one-way links pointed 
at the website.  The plan calls for one new article each week and it can drive thousands of links 
pointed to Greanwolds World.  A good point to note is; the more links that point at a website, 
the higher search engines will rank that website.  Writing articles on Greanwolds World and the 
associated companies will send targeted traffic to the website creating the impression that the 
company is an expert in our field.  
 
The company will write 1-page articles and use online article distribution services to distribute 
articles to hundreds other websites, blogs, and ezines (electronic magazines).  People who read 
the articles will learn about the company’s products and services.  Research indicates the best 
two services to use for distributing articles are EzineArticles and Isnare. 
   
The company will write press releases and distribute them online.  Just like writing and 
submitting articles, this is a very simple and extremely effective way to get hundreds of links 
pointed at the website.  It is also a great way to drive targeted traffic to the website.  For more 
information, check out PRWeb and Advertise in ezines (also know as an internet newsletter or 
an internet magazine).  This is another simple yet highly effective way to bring traffic to 
Greanwolds World. Ensure the URL address will be in every e-mail signature and on every e-
mail the staff sends, and require staff to post the Website address within any post they make to 
any online form. 
 
Marketing Online: Pay Per Click Search Engine Marketing: This service allows bidding on 
keywords so website text ads are displayed when a person online conducts a search on a 
particular keyword or key phrase.  Google, Yahoo and MSN all have pay per click internet 
marketing services to be explored. 
 
Posting Content: This item refers to posting material by staff at article sites inviting 
contributions, where the company is rewarded with increased traffic, links and more products 
and download sales.  To be considered:  
 

 Convert each month's press release into an article and posting at free content sites.  

 Post Internet Marketing articles at free content sites.  

 Start blogging. 
 

Press: 

 Regional Media (local newspapers and circulations) to provide look back commentary on 
the previous event and to maintain awareness of upcoming ones 

 Front page exposure for the week running up to the website release 

 Community newspapers 

 Additional print advertising will be placed in selected dailies 
 
Public Relations: The company is planning on employing a PR firm as cash flow permits to boost  
support and promote Greanwold’s World on a national level.  A key goal will be to get all public 
promotional events scheduled and covered by broadcast department schedulers and 
producers, so they can allocate reporters, camera crews and photographers ahead of the event. 
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Publicity: An area for discussion is the need to organize a publicity campaign using the  
Vancouver staff to research and gather the necessary materials and ingredients.  There will be 
one press release per week in the first months.  The following duties will be carried out:  
 

 Identify all the free websites on the Internet where promotions can be posted. 

 Identify the most cost effective paid sites. 

 Use online media directories such to compile a fuller list of targets for PR. 

 Distribute at least one press release per month and there-on designed to produce more 
Website traffic and more Website subscribers. 

 Announce the formation of the Greanwold Foundation. 

 Decide which media outlets to target for the rest of each year and compile PR contact 
lists for each niche.  

 Distribute at least one press release tied to the release of a new Greanwold book or 
music CD in the latter part of the first year. 

 Brainstorm with web marketing book's publicist on ideas they can help implement.  

 Web letter campaigns to readers and subscribers prior to the website release. 

 Subscriber email campaigns & SMS campaign exposure prior to the website release. 

 Marketing to the industry via email newsletter, and printed monthly newsletter.  

 Additional promotions to subscribers via Events site, email campaigns to events 
database and subscribers to promote event bookings. 

 
Radio (National, local, Satellite): Radio advertising: Pre website release radio campaign, Radio 
spots for the week running up to promotional events.  Radio outlets including satellite (Sirius 
and XM). 
 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO): The process of trying to get a website ranked better in 
search engine results has become known as "natural" or "organic" search engine optimization 
(SEO).  The company will use optimization techniques so search engines (Google, Yahoo, MSN) 
will rank Greanwolds World within the top 10 search results of the target market.  The company 
will research new search engine software coming on line such as SEO Elite. CEKAV, the 
production partner has entered the world of SEO and will be a valuable partner in getting the 
word out on Greanwold. 
 
Since search engines are extremely popular with users and bring in pre-qualified traffic, many 
sites want to know how they can improve their rankings in non-paid search results. Anyone can 
launch a pay-per-click campaign on Google, but only a few sites rise to the top of search results. 
Before understanding how each search engine scores web sites, there is a need to understand 
the various factors they consider. These factors can be divided into two categories, on-page and 
off-site. 
 
On-page factors are concerned with keywords and their placement in the HTML. Off-site factors 
are not related to the content of the HTML, but rather to the overall quality of the site as search 
engines perceive it.  A great deal of time will have to be spent on this area to ensure the 
Greanwold site is optimized in as many search engines as possible.  Time will have to be spent 
on the following areas; 
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 Monitoring Web traffic and studying where initial traffic is coming from. 

 Grow listings in search engines, writing/designing/coding pages to get pages ranked high 
in searches. Study which phrases relevant to products and services most searched upon. 

 Change pages and create new pages at the website as the market develops and 
response to the campaign grows. 

 Register pages and pay for listings as appropriate. 

 Optimize press releases and link to search engines. 

 Monitor the amount of daily traffic on a country to country by country basis; focus on 
which search engines are sending visitors and which keyword phrases are bringing 
people to the site.  

 Continuously research and update the search engine process and make changes 
accordingly. Register new pages or features in search engines and directories.  

 Research appropriate keywords for promoting new products, services or informational 
pages.  

 Create and polish viral marketing tools and post at the website.  

 Update the search engine process and make changes accordingly.  
 
Seeding/Marketing: In advance of a promotional venue and 2-weeks prior to Greanwold’s 
World going online:  Newspaper, Radio, Internet, BLOGS, Local Network TV, Public Relations, 
POD-CASTS, Co-operative Promos, On-Site, Guerilla Marketing will be contacted. Two weeks in 
advance of an event or the airing of the website, the company will alert the media, priming 
regional and local newspapers, TV and radio stations.  Seeding relevant websites and blogs with 
event-driven alerts, e-mail and SMS blasts and banner ads to generate awareness and build 
interest.   
 
Spokespersons: The company will secure well spoken, mature children to act as the “official” 
Greanwold, the Minosaurs, and the Human Helpers spokespersons at events and in interviews 
for newspapers, magazines and TV shows.  
 
Street Team (Guerilla Marketing): The company will also be reaching out to Street Teams to 
organize more guerilla-style offline and online promotional campaigns.  This will be promoted 
in the forums, in the street team group conversations, and calendar pages.  For example: Email 
10 friends and suggest that they join the Website to receive discounts, as well as certain free 
products and services. 
 
Targets: The company will be reaching out to TV stations and TV networks in different cities.  
These cities will be chosen based on population and other target market demographics.  
 
Television (Cable, Network, Interactive Television): 
Place advertisements in prime time slots prior to a 
promotional burst running up to going online, via 
numerous channels.  TV: TV outlets including Cable 
and Network TV (NBC, CBS, Spike TV, Speed, etc.).  
WEB-TV: The company will also advertise and promote 
WEB-TV. 
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5.2 Sales Strategy 
Greanwold’s World incorporating a world-wide web-adventure where children assume the role 
of a Minosaur avatar and help the Minosaurs rebuild their shattered world will be a  multi-
player, online, interactive website series that is incentive-driven.   
 
Development of this complex game has begun immediately but will be fast-tracked upon 
receiving financing. Website members create their own customized characters, the Avatars, and 
will win free products and services, and prizes. The more participants play, get others to play, 
and help one another during game play, the more G-Bucks they accumulate.  G-Bucks can be 
redeemed for free or discounted products and services, both virtual and actual to help kids (and 
parents) in the game and in real life.   
 
During the web-adventure kids will get to interact with one another in a positive social setting, 
and share common goals with other kids.  For example, certain obstacles in the game can only 
be overcome by having a certain size group of the Humans who together possess all the items 
required to overcome the obstacle before them.  G-Bucks may be gifted to other Members.   
 
In Greanwold’s World, the ability to acquire and look after pets will instill a responsibility in kids 
and the pets will assist  players on their gaming adventure, so players will desire them.  Owning 
a lot of pets will become a status symbol akin to the older cool kids having a lot of friends on 
“Facebook” or “Myspace”.  And because pets cost a fair amount of G-Bucks to adopt and keep 
healthy and happy (food, exercise, attention) this will help instill responsibility and kindness 
among game players.  In order to advance to the highest levels/areas of game play, certain 
items will be required and only made available by purchase.  This will help drive sales, to help 
support The Greanwold Foundation and future game expansion.    
 
5.3 Marketing / Sales Forecast 
Company management feels strongly “the world is our oyster” with the Greanwold IP.  In 
addition to the immediate plans, management has plans as follows: 
 

 The company will produce ongoing Greanwold TV series   

 Begin development and produce a Greanwold feature film in CGI. 

 Entertain and educate children worldwide while improving their learning curve through 
the use of innovative, interactive methods.   

 Brand Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human Helpers as the franchise that provides 
children worldwide, fun, high-quality, original content and “must have” products and 
services 

 Establish further opportunities for cross-promotional distribution and licensing & 
merchandising of franchise 

 Satisfy company responsibilities to all of the strategic partners as well as children, 
parents, advertisers, sponsors, licensees, manufacturers, and distributors 

 Become a significant player in the children’s entertainment marketplace,  

 Sustain long-term growth by consistently delivering mass marketable children’s 
products to licensees 

 Be acquired by a major entertainment company or implement an Initial Public Offering 
(IPO) with a valuation of $300M or more within a 36-48month schedule 
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Linking: Inbound links not only bring appropriate traffic to one's site but also improve rankings 
in certain search engines, such as Google.  The following needs to be explored further:  
 

 Link to informational sites on complimentary small business websites, submitting pages 
from the Website as suggested links.  

 Using linkpopularity.com, follow the links for popular sites similar to 
GreanwoldsWorld.com and submit pages from the site to those sites as suggested links.  

 Follow new links for intriguing sites recently sourced, and submit pages from the site to 
those sites as suggested links.  

 
5.4 Strategic Alliances 
Strategic Relationships: Keeping in line with its corporate vision, the company will utilize all of 
its appropriate business relationships in order to accomplish its objectives.  The company has 
secured and will continue to secure powerful strategic alliances for the launch and future 
success of Greanwold, the Minosaurs, and the Human Helpers in the global children’s 
marketplace.  The company will establish additional relationships as needed with experts in the 
business of the Internet, television, film, telecommunications, advertising, public relations, 
sponsorship, and finance.  The company will look to negotiate with Sponsors, Networks, 
Internet Service Providers, Web Portals, Advertising Agencies, Public Relations companies, 
Product Manufacturers, etc.), to fully commercialize their IP. 
 
For ecommerce, management is exploring a number of different options. Through contacts in 
India, the company will have a number of toy and game products for sale through the 
Greanwold website beginning with plush dolls, action toys, games and basic clothing such as T-
shirts, caps and jackets. 
Other potential partnerships and alliances may exist with: 

• Web portals - pitara.com, alfy.com, extremkids.com, kids.gov 

• Cable and network broadcasters - YTV, Knowledge, CBC, Canada. ABC, PBS, CBS -US 

• Adver-gaming companies - Unkasoft.com, fuelindustries.com 

• Branded entertainment firms - Johnson & Johnson, Zurich, Proctor & Gamble, and 
Subaru. Microsoft and Kia Motors America 

• Video gaming companies - Electronic Arts, Radical Games, Microsoft Games Studio, 
Oxygen Games. 

• Organizations such as, Environmental Protection Agency, Eco Canada, The Sierra Club, 
Green Peace, Ducks Unlimited. 

The company realizes that many game and toy companies often cannot maintain the public’s 
demand for children’s products.  Due to the lack of supply of new products and/or new product 
lines, the company will create an “inventory” bridge for such industry deficiencies with a 
constant supply of new and innovative character based intellectual property holdings.  The 
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company will look to partner with the following industry leaders for licensing and 
manufacturing. Some examples of these companies are as follows: 

Mattel Inc. is the world’s #1 manufacturer of toys.  In addition to the world’s best selling toy, 
the Barbie Doll, Mattel produces Fisher Price Toys for preschoolers and action figures and toys 
based on Disney movies and  the Harry Potter children’s books.  They rank 23rd amongst the top 
100 United Kingdom advertisers. 

Hasbro, Inc. is the #2 toy company that makes toys, games, software, and puzzles.  It has some 
of the best-known brand names in the industry, including Playskool, Tonka, G.I. Joe and 
Pokemon trading cards. 

Jakks Pacific, Inc. makes and sells action figures, based mostly on Stone Cold Steve Austin and 
other World Wrestling Interactive (WWE) Characters.  It also offers preschool toys (Child 
Guidance), activity sets and lunch boxes (Flying Colors), amongst others. 

Grand Toys International Limited, through its subsidiaries, engages in the development, 
manufacture, and distribution of toy and toy-related products worldwide. It also prints and 
assembles books and specialty packaging; develops and manufactures party goods; and 
distributes proprietary and licensed toys to the mass and specialty retail market in North 
America.  
 
5.5 The Greanwold Foundation  
The Humanitarian Aspect of Greanwold: Greanwold the Minosaur loves children. In his opinion, 
children are the treasure trove of the world, if not the universe. Greanwold hates mistreatment 
of children, hence the Greanwold Foundation for Kids Worldwide. 
 
Currently, Greanwold and You N Me Productions support www.baandada.org, an orphanage in 
Thailand on the Burma (Mayamar) border.  Baandada provides food, healthcare, education and 
a refuge for displaced and orphaned children from both Thailand and Mayamar. The facilities 
resources are always stretched to the limit with the only funding they receive being from 
private donations and fund raising. It is the intent of Greanwold management to divert a 
portion of profits from the commercialization of Greanwold to the Greanwold Foundation. The 
foundation Board of Directors, led by Christy Ellynby, will be entrusted with the disposition of 
these funds to worthwhile children’s causes on a world-wide basis. 
 
The company’s production partner CEKAV, was selected for its interest in the project, quality of 
work, the philosophy behind the company and the opportunity to create jobs in an area of the 
world where work ethic is very high and employment opportunities very low. CEKAV has 
identified several dozen young people who have either been trained in art, animation, web 
design or will to be trained. Greanwold’s philosophy on children is quite simple. Children are 
the world’s greatest resource. The world in which we live is shaping this world's future 
generations. Adults today have to ask themselves the questions - is our environment nurturing 
children into become caring and productive citizens?  
 

http://www.baandada.org/
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The foundation, managed by Chris Ellynby from New Zealand, 
will build a positive “buzz”.  There are a large number of 
magazines and papers looking for good human-interest stories 
and/or can offer free advertising.  The company will also use 
schools to spread the word. Please see the Greanwold school 
plan Addendum 3. Representatives from the company will visit 
schools personally on an ongoing basis.   

 
The company offers an ideal medium for targeted brand exposure, for advertisers and sponsors 
to market their products and services to a targeted audience and rich demographic of children’s 
entertainment and education enthusiasts.  The objective of the company’s marketing and sales 
efforts will be to establish the Greanwold  brand as a premiere brand as a sales medium and 
source for cross-promotional advertising, brand integration, advertising, mass product 
distribution, and licensing and merchandising.   
 
5.6 Other Marketing and Sales Plans: 
Continuing to reach out to the representatives the company has already made contact with 
and;  

 Continuing to target each player in the industry, by personalizing packages including 
press kits, business proposals, etc.   

 Attending trade shows and place advertisements in trade magazines and journals as 
often as possible   

 Securing Show Runners and a Public Relations firm    

 Updating the company website, adding video demonstrations continually   

 Improving search engine rankings 

 Publicity 

 Direct mail campaign 

 Creating and advertising new products and services 

 Posting content around the Web 

 Soliciting links 

 Participating in discussion groups 

 Participating in Web-Rings 

 Ongoing development of Web site and infrastructure 

 Conventional advertising campaign 

 Support for children worldwide through the Greanwold Foundation.  

 Greanwold, the Minosaurs and the Human Helpers as kids characters supporting any 
efforts to educate children in conservation and responsible use of resources. 

 Investing in online advertising, conventional advertising, events, public relations, search 
engine listings, publicity, direct mail and infrastructure.  (Additional monies for 
advertising will come out of increased revenues earned from marketing activities) 

 
5.7 Pricing Strategy 
The company will use pricing initiated by similar children’s websites. The Greanwold interactive 
book “app” will be free to members; non members will receive the first 15 pages free and the 
then pay a download fee for the next 85 pages and a fee for each following 50 pages.  
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The total download cost for the “app”, based on the Greanwold book, has yet to be 
determined. Other non-downloadable product available online at Greanwold.com will be priced 
competitively and will be shipped from a fulfillment house, a business that specializes in 
shipping for companies who do not want to be in the warehousing and shipping business. The 
company production partner, CEKAV is currently in discussion with toy and games 
manufacturers in India to secure product at preferred rates.  

 
6.0 Management and Organization 

 
6.1 Organizational Structure 

 
 

                     Final organizational structure may not be exactly as depicted in the chart. 
 
6.2 Management / Production Team 
 
Michael Trigg – CEO.  You N Me Productions Corp 
 
James A (Jim) Douglas, CMA. CFO – You N Me Productions Corp and Greanwold Interactive Inc. 
Acting CEO Greanwold Interactive Inc. 
 
Bill Mackie.  Creative & Design. 
 
Nelson Dewey. Design, Storyboarding, Gaming Planning. 
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Christy Ellynby. Managing Chairperson, Greanwold Foundation for Kids Worldwide. 
 
George Colmer. Live Promotion and Productions. 
 
Aneesh (AK) Shenoy, Management CEKAV. 
Aneesh has worked as a Global Business Strategies & development professional with over 7 
years experience in national/international business development with Fortune 100 Media and 
Entertainment industry. Responsibilities included identifying prospects, product for 
development, scope of service, systems design and implementation, capital facilities and 
equipment, financial analysis, negotiation of projects, engagement of contract. Management 
responsibilities include multi-site supervision, P&L of annual, project supervision, company 
affairs. 
 

Beena Parikh, Head of Production CEKAV. 
Beena heads production at CEKAV and has many years of production leadership behind her. 
Among her many projects are; Percy Jackson the Lightning Thief,  Conon the Barbarian, 
Underworld, Rabe Socke – A Nominated Animated Movie, Zorak & Grumpy –An Animated 
Cartoon Serial, DHL World-Wide Couriers- Commercials, Monte Video Shopping – Commercials, 
British Telecom, BT Infinity – Commercials,  K 12 Learning Materials and many interactive apps, 
concept and ideas for Web, Ipad & Iphone. 
 

Local Web Guys Web Services Inc. 
Partners George Mrsic and Christian Saxvik specialize in bringing the world to a website using 
keyword research and identification of specific keywords and phrases,  proper development 
and implementation of keywords and Meta tags,  HTML code editing for optimization,  website 
content editing for optimization,  complete Sitemap configuration and submissions,  link 
building with other companies of a similar nature and positioning reports on a bi-monthly basis 
in addition to many other tools and strategies. 
 
Really Real Films Inc.  
Company principals, Cynde and Allan Harmon, are veteran filmmakers who have produced and 
directed for 29 years and have produced over 250 broadcast hours to their credit. For 25 years, 
their Ontario and US Corporations have provided services to the film, television and commercial 
sectors. The Harmon team has been associated with many high profile film personalities such as 
Robert Altman, and Ridley Scott, Patrice Laconte, Jean Pierre Roux and Ken Davis, producing 
award-winning commercials for an elite international clientele spanning two continents. 
Cynde and Allan will take the lead in producing the Greanwold television and feature film 
productions. 
 

6.3 Personnel Planning 
As all animation production will be carried out in India, there is little need to hire personnel for 
the Canadian end of the operation. Once financing is completed, the company will hire 
Vancouver staff as required. It may or may not be exactly as shown in the organizational chart.   
The post production part of the “apps” and the website, including music, voice over and sound 
effects will be carried out in Vancouver. However, the sound studio, the actors and the sound 
effects technicians will be “contracted help”, not hired as personnel.  
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7. Financial: 

7.1 General Assumptions 
With children either spending or influencing over a trillion dollars worth of global purchases a 
year, (toys, clothing, foodstuffs, entertainment, media), marketing techniques have been 
turned upside down.  In the past the most effective way to sell children's products was through 
mom and dad.  Now the opposite is true, children are the focal point for intense advertising 
pressure seeking to influence billions of dollars of family spending.  Advertisers are aware that 
children influence the purchase of not just kid's products anymore, but everything in the 
household from cars to toothpaste.  Thus these "adult" products are being paired with kid- 
oriented logos and images.  
 
With children's increased access to new communication technologies, being paired with the 
fast paced and busy schedules of today's families, parents are less able to filter out the 
messages from the advertising world.  Children themselves have been asked to assume more 
purchasing decisions than ever before.  Marketing tools beyond the ever-present television 
have spread into many facets of children's lives:  
 

 Magazines aimed at children have blossomed.  Many of these magazines are kid 
versions of adult magazines.  For instance, the popular Sports Illustrated for Kids, carries 
ads for minivans.  

 Promotional toys either tie in to cartoons, television shows and movies or promote 
brand consciousness and loyalty.  

 Cartoon and toy characters are used on all kinds of products, seeking to catch the 
children's eyes and allowance dollars.  

 Databases of child customers are being built from information gathered on Internet 
sign-ups and chat rooms, from electronic toy registries at stores like Toys 'R' Us, and 
from direct surveys.  

 Advertising in schools: Advertisers and marketers take advantage of severe budget 
shortfalls in schools to offer cash or products in return for advertising access to children.  

 Channel One: short news briefs are surrounded by commercials that children watch in 
schools.  

 Promotional licensing of products aimed at kids that will include media pitches, e.g., a 
brand of pagers will include messages from MTV.  

 Logos on all types of merchandise, everywhere children go.  

 Children's radio networks are becoming popular.  

 Children's toys are starting to carry product placements (e.g. Barbie dolls with Coca Cola 
accessories).  

 Give-away programs include promotional merchandise aimed at children (e.g., 
McDonald's "Happy Meals").  

 The average American child may view as many as 40,000 television commercials every 
year (Strasburger, 2010).  

 Young children are not able to distinguish between commercials and Television 
programs.  They do not recognize that commercials are trying to sell something 
(Comstock, 2011).  
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 Children who watch a lot of television, want more toys as seen in advertisements and, 
eat more advertised food than children who do not watch as much television 
(Strasburger, 2012).  

 Four hours of television programming contain about 100 ads (Minneapolis Star Tribune, 
2009).  

 
The company has based its revenue projections for the first two years on a much lesser 
percentage of those revenues realized by Club Penguin. By end of year two of operation, Club 
Penguin had 12,000,000 registered members and 750,000 members paying $5.00 a month. The 
company has used a percentage of 6.0% of Club Penguin’s year two numbers for the company’s 
revenue and projection charts. Club Penguin was created in Kelowna, British Columbia and two 
years after going online, received an offer from Sony Corp of $500 Million Dollars. The 
principals declined this offer in favour of an offer from Disney of $700 Million; $350 Million on 
signing and $350 Million based on a performance schedule. Disney purchased the popular kids 
website for a multiple of 14.5 of annual sales.  Based on a multiple of half of this multiple and 
year 3 average annual sales of $21M, a valuation of the Greanwold IP, $146.0M is possible.  
 
7.2 Key Financial Indicators 
Cisco Systems are predicting that global IP traffic will surpass 1.3 zettabytes in size by the end of 
2016. A zettabyte is equal to a trillion gigabytes, or a sextillion bytes. That in turn is equal 
to many, many bytes. (And 1.3 zettabytes is a per year stat: In terms of monthly traffic, citizens 
of the world of 2016 can expect traffic of 109.5 exabytes a month.)  Also notable is Cisco's 
projection that global IP traffic will increase threefold over the next five years. (That's after an 
eightfold increase over the past five years.) Particularly in the Middle East, Africa, and Latin 
America, traffic growth will grow quickly and this growth will have social and economic and 
geopolitical ramifications -- some that can be forecast, and others of which can’t yet be 
imagined. But the biggest story here, as it increasingly will be, is the mobile. Mobile traffic will 
rise steadily over the years to come, Cisco Systems projects.  
 
While the compound annual growth rates (CAGR) for fixed Internet and managed IP hover at 28 
percent and 21 percent, respectively, Cisco expects that the CAGR for mobile data will increase 
by 78 percent by 2016. The Internet, increasingly, will be portable. A few caveats, however. Last 
year's VNI report put mobile at a 92 percent CAGR by 2015 -- so the new projected growth rates 
are conservative by comparison. And mobile's story is one of relative growth rather than 
absolute penetration: Mobile, of course, won't have overtaken its counterpart connections by 
2016 -- far from it. Mobile is the blue line in the graph below; for all its growth, its penetration 
is still tiny compared to non-mobile Internet access.  The trend lines past 2016 hint at mobile 
overtaking managed IP. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zettabyte
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The following projections are all based on the investment financing to complete production of 
the global interactive website, the video games and the “apps”.  Revenues from TV series and 
feature film are being developed in a separate Revenue and Expense projection that will be 
incorporated into the current 5 Year Projection when completed. 
 
7 5 year Projection Summary 
 
See Attached Spreadsheet 
 
Management has used the following assumption to determine the projected number of Non-
Subscription membership and Subscription membership:  

 Club Penguin realized end of second year membership of 12,000,000 Non-Subscription 
membership and 750,000 Subscription membership.  

 Management have projected realizing 6% of those numbers in the same time period. 

 Management has projected Interactive Downloads at 2 downloads per Non-Subscribing 
membership per year at a cost of $0.99 per download. 

 Other revenue streams are based on best information available on the Internet. 
 
7.4 Breakeven Analysis  
 
BEING UPDATED 
 
7.5 Investor: Rate Of Return (ROI) 
 
BEING UPDATED 
 
7.6 5 Year Forward Looking Balance Sheet  
 
BEING UPDATED 
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7.7 Index of Profitability 
 
The Index of Profitability of the Greanwold project is calculated at 39% with an NPV of $2.7  
million using a discount rate of 40%. 
 
7.8 Net Present Value of Greanwold IP 
 
$2.6 Million  Addendum 6. 
 
7.9 Margin of Security 

In investing parlance, margin of security is the difference between the expected (or actual) 
sales level and the breakeven sales level. It can be expressed in the equation form as follows: 

Margin of Safety = Expected (or) Actual Sales Level (quantity or dollar amount) - Breakeven 
sales Level (quantity or dollar amount) 

The measure is especially useful in situations where large portions of a company's sales are at 
risk, such as when they are tied up in a single customer contract that may be canceled. This is 
not the case with Greanwold’s World as a majority of revenues are derived from memberships 
and purchased downloads that will come from individual members on a global basis.  By the 
end of the 2nd year, management has  projected registered membership of 750,000 and paid 
membership of 48,750. Breakeven is expected to occur in the latter part of Year 2. 

7.11 Repayment of Investment: 
Investment will be repaid from dividends. Please see Forward Looking Balance Sheet 
 
7.12 Use of Funds 
The investment money in will be used in the first year to generate the following resources; the 
interactive website, video games and applications (“apps”). Those costs associated directly with 
the above resources are as follows; 
 

Money in: 
 

 Complete the interactive website global web-game. 

 Build the GreanPal module. 

 Complete production of 20 interactive video games. 

 Complete production of 50 Greanwold “Apps” for I-Pad, I-Phone and Android and 20 
video games. 

 Marketing Costs and SEO 
 
Membership and Free Membership 

Management has projected a total of 750,000 non-subscribing members and 48,750 subscribing 
members by the end of Year 2. Subscribing members are those children who pay the monthly 
fee charged to a parent’s credit card and who have total access to all aspects of the interactive 
world. Non-paying members are those members who do not pay a monthly fee but do pay for 
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an occasional download of an “app”, projected twice a year at a cost of $0.99 cents per 
download. Non-paying members have limited access to the products offered in the website. 
Returns and bad debts could be considered low. However, this is justified by a large amount of 
income being on a “money up front” basis paid on parents credit cards at the beginning of each 
month.. 
 
Those revenue items associated with a cost of sales are; 

 Sponsorship – Travel, possible commissions, art and design. 

 Advertising – Travel, commissions. 

 E-Commerce – Cost of product manufactured in India. As an example, a 6” Greanwold 
plush doll retailing at $40 would have a cost of $10 including fulfillment. Purchaser pays 
for shipping and handling. 

 School Marketing Sales – Commission, Cost of Promotion, Marketing material. 
 
The revenue generated by monthly membership fees and downloads paid through Visa, 
Mastercard, Paypal and American Express will carry a cost, a percentage of each sale charged to 
the company by the credit card companies. This cost is included under “E-Commerce (Includes 
Fulfillment)”.  Management forecast membership revenues to begin flowing in month five from 
receiving financing.   
 
Apps 

 Management has understated potential revenues from the “apps” in a conscious effort to not 
appear to be too optimistic. CEKAV, who has a great deal of expertise in the creation of “apps” 
for the Indian market and is excited to be part of a Western / Global IP. They are confident the 
numbers for downloadable “apps’ is reasonable and “do-able”. Plans call for up to twenty 
downloadable, interactive products to be produced over the next five year, all designed for the growing 
pad, tablet and smart phone market. It should be mentioned at this time that CEKAV is constantly 
upgrading its technical expertise in this market niche. 
 
Sponsors 

Sponsorships can pay the bills and provide revenue to compliment a company’s bottom line. 
They can boost a company image substantially, providing credibility if the sponsors are high 
profile companies such as Bell, Subway or Toys-R-Us. Sponsorships also provide great publicity 
and promotion benefits. Securing a sponsorship from a major company can:  

 Increase company credibility in the marketplace. The business or service look like a 'real 
player' when there are more established companies partnering. 

 Sponsorship can also build customer confidence. When people see the recognizable 
sponsoring company business name alongside the Greanwold company brand, they will 
automatically have greater trust in that brand. 

 Like attracts like. When other businesses see that another company sponsoring the 
Greanwold brand, many will want to join in to ride the wave of promotion and buzz the 
Greanwold brand is creating. 

 Sponsoring will elevate the status of the Greanwold brand and the company without 
advertising.   

 Sponsoring attracts new clients and customers. 
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While sponsoring may not initially provide cash, company cash can be preserved by utilizing 
sponsoring company products, in other words a form of product placement. A good example of 
sponsoring would be securing a sponsor such as a computer store to supply all the computers, 
printers and software required by the business in return for a banner. Looking at Year 1 cash 
flow, this could be a substantial saving to the project. 

Advertisers 

Year One revenues are projected to begin flowing in Month 6 from responsible advertisers and 
businesses associated with children’s products who wish to be associated with a new global 
website of the newest kid’s animated hero. A new website “splash page” will be online four 
months from funding and advertising space will be available at this time. So is it possible to earn 
ad revenue online with children’s content? Yes! “But so long as you approach your site’s 
development with an eye to how advertisers evaluate media placements up front and 
campaign performance after the fact”, according www.delloite.com. Additionally, Delloite 
forecasts social networks ad revenues rising to $4 per user, but warns, kids need to be ad-
literate. 
 
E-Commerce 

Management is expecting E-commerce to begin in a small way though revenues could be much 
greater than that indicated. CEKAV has a contact in India who manufactures plush dolls. 
Discussions are under way to have this company supply Minosaur plush dolls on an as-needed 
basis. High quality plus dolls can sell for as high as $100 and with a manufacturing cost of  $15 
leaves  the company with a very good margin. Any products sold through E-commerce and 
manufactured in India will be shipped directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser saving 
the company on handling and storage costs. The company has a total of 24 Minosaur designs 
on file as well as  Greanwold and the plan is to make these dolls collectible. Therefore, every 
child will want to own the whole set. This has been a very effective strategy for 
www.webkinz.com. Greanwold products that will sold from the online E-commerce store 
include but is not limited to T-shirts, plush dolls, baseball caps, action figure, video games, 
clothing, books and music CD’s. 
 
Licensing and Merchandising 

Eventually, the company will license manufacturers the right to produce and market all 
Greanwold and the Minosaur products from toys, games, clothing, beverage to any other 
children’s products companies who wish to take advantage of the Greanwold brand. The 
licensing of a product is very simple. When a company licenses a product, they take over the 
manufacturing and distribution (sales) of the product. The company that licenses the product 
(for example a board game based on Greanwold) is called the licensee, and they pay the 
licenser royalties on any sales of the product. Typically, royalty rates are 3-10% of sales. 
However, there is generally a minimum of sales numbers set out in the agreement and if the 
licensee fails to sell the number of product stated in the agreement; they are required to pay 
the royalty on that minimum number, regardless. A license agreement is for a set period of 
time, usually 3 - 5 years.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.delloite.com/
http://www.webkinz.com/
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Marketing Programs 

The company has developed two very detailed marketing plans 
that are provided as separate documents. The “school” plan is 
called Greanwold’s Run For Your Life Plan that encourages 
children to eat well, exercise and be aware of the environment. 
The company is developing plans for the Greanwold school plan 
to be available to schools that are in need of new and innovative 
fund raising programs.  
 
Television and Feature Film 

The company has developed budgets for both 13 television episodes and a feature film based 
on scripts that have been written for two of the TV series and the feature film. Both the TV 
series and the feature film will be produced as combination live/CGI (Computer Generated 
Imaging) productions with the Minosaurs, Draegons and Moa Constructor “green screened”, 
this production process imposes a  green background in front of which moving subjects are 
filmed and which allows a separately filmed background to be added to the final production. 
The company’s partner, CEKAV has the ability to provide the CGI services required for 
production of both in conjunction with Really Real Films, the producer. However, the company 
may produce both the series and the film as official co-productions with New Zealand under 
Canada’s official co-production legislation. While there is more paperwork involved and 
regulations, finance and tax incentives from both countries enable the production financing to 
be realized from a wider range of sources. As a co-production with each country carrying out 
50% of the production work, each country supplies 50% of the total budgets. 
 
Management is confident of their ability to produce the TV series and the feature film on 
budget and to have them ready for sale in the third year generating sales. Management are 
looking at a break-even situation on the TV series over the next 4 – 5 years, using the series 
more as an advertising vehicle than a revenue vehicle. At the same time, the company may do a 
deal with a TV network or cable network to participate in the advertising revenue sold around 
each episode.  
 
In addition to domestic North American markets, there are numerous foreign markets as well 
as nontraditional markets such as in flight entertainment, internet webisodes and online video 
sales that can create substantial revenues, not indicated in the five year projections.  
 
As advised, a script has been written and has also been reviewed by an experienced industry 
insider. Please see following. 
 
SCRIPT REVIEW:   Greanwold  is a rather charming family film idea with an E.T.-like sensibility. The screenplay 

has a crisp and exciting flavor and an infectious sense of fun; it bears a clever concept, a wonderfully evil and 

greedy villain, and many of the scenes prove entertaining.  There are several elements, to the work however, which, 

once addressed, will only strengthen a tremendously promising property.   

 

The story bears a clever conceit on the fish-out-of-water tale.  Released after 500, 000, 000 years trapped in a 

portal, Greanwold views the world much the same way a small child does – with much fascination and amazement.  

The author manages to instill this vision and work toward the end effect, but while some of it flows naturally, some 

of it feels forced and needing of refinement, particularly through character development. 
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One of the screenplay’s greatest assets is the no-good, money grubbing, criminy crying, Reywal and his semi-loyal 

and robotic henchman Datslob. Reywal’s driving desire to be rich, and his constant claims of being the greatest 

criminal mind in the world is so much fun and so over the top that even though he’s a no good rotter, you can’t help 

but like him – or at least enjoy hating him. His rants and raves are fun elements of the script, but could stand to be 

shaken up a little bit with a few fresh jokes and turns of phrase instead of relying on the same one over and over.  

His metallic crony, Datslob, “a mixture of state of the art robot and 21
st
 century teen,” is the perfect sidekick with 

his utility tool chest and teenage indifference. Their master/slave – slave/master routine generally works nicely. The 

author also manages to keep us intrigued with the character of Mr. Shama who is not what he seems, and may or 

may not, be looking out for what is best for our hero Greanwold.   

 

In fact, this uncertainty could be taken to further extremes, which would, in turn, lead to a better payoff.    

 

Keegan and his friends and family could stand to have their characters more thoroughly mined. Keegan’s life seems 

almost too good to be true. He doesn’t appear to have any types of troubles: his parents make him pizza and bring 

milk and cookies to his bedroom, he has a loyal dog, and he gets on surprisingly well his brother and sister. While it 

certainly is a rather charmed existence, one wishes there was some type of conflict in his life that could be 

paralleled against the discovery of a childish and innocent monster.   

 

The six stray Minosaurs also seem to have one voice and could use some finer character delineation. The Minosaur 

element though is fun; strange little creatures that could be mined to far greater depth than the writer provides.  

 

The script has some spelling errors and contains sentences that only make sense after re-reading. A careful going-

over of the script to catch these errors would go a long way in taking the complication out of reading what is 

otherwise an enjoyable story. Some grammar and punctuation clean up would also serve the script well. 

 

This screenplay is engaging and there are some funny and exciting scenes.  Revisions in the 3
rd

 act, the deepening of 

all key characters, and addressing the existing continuity/spelling problems would help build on what is all ready a 

fun, engaging screenplay.         

     

Susan McLennan, BA, MA, CEA 

Film Consultants Inc. 

Toronto, Ont 

Canada 

 
The budget for the Greanwold feature has been developed in draft form. Potential revenues, 
are not included in the projections provided in this business plan and have not been 
determined at the writing of this plan. Worldwide sales would include theatrical releases; 
network TV, cable TV, in-flight and foreign sales. Production costs for the film could be raised 
through a mix of investors, pre-sales, distribution guarantees, grants, product placement, 
advertisers, sponsors and government financing if necessary. The film will be a great 
advertisement for the Greanwold interactive website and will only help attract more and more 
visitors, hence members, the main revenue generating plant for the Greanwold brand.  
 
7.13 Exit Strategy   
The  Company  will  entertain  offers  for  a  complete  buyout  from  a  major entertainment 
company.  Some examples of such companies are Sony Corp. Disney, Time Warner and 
Nickelodeon. 
 
Assuming revenues match the projections, Company management would consider taking 
the company public, creating liquidity for the shareholders. At this time, an associate of the 
company has a public company shell available. However, the cleanup of the shell company 
requires a substantial financial commitment. 
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7.14   Banking Arrangements 
Greanwold Interactive Inc has a bank operating account with the Bank of Montreal in 
Vancouver. BMO has affiliated office in 26 locations world-wide. It is expected the source of the 
investment funds will require co-signing authority on large payments from the company 
banking account and by using an international bank such as BMO, this would facilitate the 
transfer of funds and banking internal directions 
 
7.15   Reporting 
Management will produce monthly financial statements and have budgeted for an annual 
audited report to satisfy the financing partners anticipated need for financial responsibility on 
behalf of the company. James Douglas will set up an in-house system of financial checks and 
balances as well as a computerized system to ensure all departments adhere to the budgeted 
funding required.  
 
7.16  Other Relevant Business Matters 
Management have incorporated a company in New Zealand in anticipation of proceeding with 
an official co-production between NZ and Canada. There are also some financing opportunities 
that may be available in the near future. Additionally, management have discussed 
incorporating in the Isle of Man in anticipation of revenues being generated in India and China 
and a few other foreign markets. As there is a 30% corporate tax in Canada, an offshore entity 
could be very beneficial to the company and shareholders. 
 

8. Production 
 

8.1   Introduction 
The company is producing both the first Greanwold video games and the Greanwold interactive 
website concurrently as financing permits. The plan is to have both the first draft of the website 
and four of the video games available within the next few months. With financing in place, 
many more personnel could be hired and that date could be moved up. Production details are 
as follows; 
 
8.2 Project Summary (From CEKAV) 

The Greanwold Interactive Portal project is an entertainment and learning portal for children in the age 
group of 5-11 years. It is the place on the web where children can have fun together while learning their 
lessons in an entertaining and interactive manner. There will be many games, stories, quizzes, contests 
and puzzles that will be a learning experience for children. They will be doing this with their same age 
group buddies. This will also be a social network for them. They can compete with their friends, share 
moments, gifts, and many more activities. This will be supervised by the parents and the company online 
personnel. Parents can control all the children’s activities and also restrict some features according to 
their wishes. The front end features can be managed by a super admin, who will have complete control 
over the site. This person can enable/ disable any functionality/feature on the portal. 
 
This portal will be available on a global scale and the content will be managed based on the specific 
country/origin. There will be multiple themes based on the seasons which can be summer, winter, 
festivals, etc. The portal will also have e-commerce feature, interactive games, multiplayer games, videos, 
stories, etc. It will also include multilingual features, online chat, message, sms, mobile payments, etc. 
 

8.3    Greanwold Interactive Portal – Technology Specifications 

The website will be composed of multiple pages organized with a persistent navigation system to allow 
the user to easily browse the contents of the site and learn about the portal. 
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Content Management System (CMS) 
For administration purposes, the portal site will feature a Content Management System (CMS), which will 
be a set of secure web pages where authorized portal employees can go to add/update/delete pages 
and page content.  The CMS will be developed and configured by the technical team.  
 
Hosting 
Hosting will be handled by the technical team in coordination with the development of the website.  The 
website domain/URL is determined. 
 
System Requirements 

1. Screen Resolution: Optimize Web pages for 1024x768, but use a liquid layout that stretches 
well for any resolution, from 800x600 to 1280x1024. 

2. Tools:  minimally HTML5, with PHP, JavaScript, CSS3 and some Flash Elements  
3. Style Sheets:  Three versions of CSS 

o Main CSS 
o High Contrast CSS 
o Print CSS 

4. Connection speed: 56k+  
5. Browser Compatibility: Internet Explorer 6+, Firefox 1.05 +, Mozilla 1.7+, Safari 1.2 +  

o note, we design websites for “standards compliant” browsers.  “Standards-compliant” 
browsers support HTML, XHTML and CSS.   

6. Platforms: Macintosh, PC and Linux. 
7. Page Download Size: (typical page) 30 to 80k (not games) 
8. Accessibility: Section 508 compliant  
9. Web server: Apache (initially)  
10. Operating System for web server: Linux 

8.4 Project Time Plan (Draft. This form will be completed as production proceeds) 

 
 
 

 
 

9. Company Contact 
 
Greanwold Interactive Inc. 
1875 Bellevue Avenue, Suite 1103 
West Vancouver, BC 
V7V 1B3, Canada 
Phone: + 1 778 389 5866 
Facsimile: + 778 279-5865 
E-Mail:  admin@greanwold.com 
Website: www.greanwold.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Being Updated 

mailto:admin@greanwold.com
http://www.greanwold.com/
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Addendums attached as PDF Files 
 

1. The Greanwold Foundation for Kids Worldwide 

2. The GreanPal Language and Friendship Club 

3. The Greanwold Run for your Life Program 

4. Greanwold Interactive Inc – Eligible Business Corporation 

5. Greanwold Interactive Inc Preferred Shares RSP Eligibility 

6. Valuation of the Greanwold Brand. 

 
 


